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ABSTRACT
We use hydrodynamical simulations to study the Milky Way’s central molecular zone (CMZ).
The simulations include a non-equilibrium chemical network, the gas self-gravity, star for-
mation and supernova feedback. We resolve the structure of the interstellar medium at sub-
parsec resolution while also capturing the interaction between the CMZ and the bar-driven
large-scale flow out to R ∼ 5kpc. Our main findings are as follows: (1) The distinction be-
tween inner (R . 120 pc) and outer (120 . R . 450 pc) CMZ that is sometimes proposed in
the literature is unnecessary. Instead, the CMZ is best described as single structure, namely a
star-forming ring with outer radius R ' 200 pc which includes the 1.3◦ complex and which
is directly interacting with the dust lanes that mediate the bar-driven inflow. (2) This accre-
tion can induce a significant tilt of the CMZ out of the plane. A tilted CMZ might provide
an alternative explanation to the ∞-shaped structure identified in Herschel data by Molinari
et al. 2011. (3) The bar in our simulation efficiently drives an inflow from the Galactic disc
(R' 3 kpc) down to the CMZ (R' 200 pc) of the order of 1M yr−1, consistent with obser-
vational determinations. (4) Supernova feedback can drive an inflow from the CMZ inwards
towards the circumnuclear disc of the order of ∼ 0.03M yr−1. (5) We give a new interpre-
tation for the 3D placement of the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds, according to which they are
close (R . 30 pc) to the Galactic centre, but are also connected to the larger-scale streams at
R& 100 pc.
Key words: Galaxy: centre - Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics - ISM: kinematics and dy-
namics - ISM: clouds - ISM: evolution - stars: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
The central molecular zone (CMZ) is a concentration of molecu-
lar gas in the innermost few hundred parsecs (R . 200pc) of our
Galaxy. This accumulation of gas is believed to be created and fed
from the outside by the Galactic bar, which drives an inflow of gas
from large radii (R ' 3 kpc) inwards along the disc of the order
of ∼ 1M yr−1 (Sormani & Barnes 2019). The CMZ is the Milky
Way (MW) counterpart of the star-forming nuclear rings commonly
found at the centre of external barred galaxies such as NGC 1300
(see for example the atlas of nuclear rings of Comerón et al. 2010).
The CMZ has a total gas mass of approximately 5× 107 M
(Dahmen et al. 1998), which amounts to roughly 5% of all the
molecular gas in the Galaxy. The distribution of molecular gas in
the CMZ is highly asymmetric with respect to the Galactic centre,
with about 3/4 of the gas seen in 13CO and CS residing at l > 0,
and only 1/4 at l < 0 (Bally et al. 1988). Our previous simulations
have shown that such an asymmetry develops spontaneously when
gas flows in a barred potential, even in the absence of stellar and/or
other type of feedback: the highly non-axisymmetric potential of
the bar drives large-scale turbulent flows, giving rise to fluctuations
comparable to the observed asymmetry (Sormani et al. 2018).
The conditions in the CMZ are extreme. The CMZ has aver-
age densities (Longmore et al. 2017; Mills et al. 2018), tempera-
tures (Immer et al. 2016; Ginsburg et al. 2016; Krieger et al. 2017;
Oka et al. 2019), velocity dispersions (Shetty et al. 2012; Federrath
et al. 2016) and estimated magnetic field strengths (Chuss et al.
2003; Crocker et al. 2010; Morris 2015; Mangilli et al. 2019) sev-
eral orders of magnitudes higher than in the Galactic disc.
The inner Galaxy also hosts several high-energy processes.
The most spectacular example is the presence of the Fermi Bub-
bles, two giant gamma-ray lobes extending ∼ 8kpc above and be-
low the Galactic centre (Su et al. 2010). These are part of a mul-
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tiphase Galactic outflow that has been detected across most of the
electromagnetic spectrum and that comprises most of the known
interstellar gas phases including hot ionised (T ∼ 106 K, Kataoka
et al. 2013; Ponti et al. 2019; Nakashima et al. 2019), warm ionised
(T ∼ 104-105 K, Fox et al. 2015; Bordoloi et al. 2017), cool atomic
(T ∼ 103-104 K, McClure-Griffiths et al. 2013; Di Teodoro et al.
2018) and cool molecular (T ∼ 100K, Di Teodoro et al. 2020) gas.
Star formation and gas dynamics in the CMZ have been the
subject of intense study during the past decade, which has produced
vast advancements both on the observational (e.g. Molinari et al.
2011; Jones et al. 2012; Immer et al. 2012, 2016; Ginsburg et al.
2016; Henshaw et al. 2016b; Longmore et al. 2017; Krieger et al.
2017; Kauffmann et al. 2017b,a; Mills et al. 2018; Mangilli et al.
2019; Oka et al. 2019) and theoretical (e.g. Sormani et al. 2015a,c;
Kruijssen et al. 2015; Krumholz & Kruijssen 2015; Krumholz et al.
2017; Ridley et al. 2017; Kruijssen et al. 2019a; Dale et al. 2019;
Sormani et al. 2018, 2019; Armillotta et al. 2019, 2020; Li et al.
2020) sides. Despite these advancements, many important open
questions remain.
In the current study and in a companion paper (Sormani
et al. 2020, hereafter Paper II) we use high-resolution hydrody-
namical simulations with sub-parsec resolution that include a non-
equilibrium time-dependent chemical network, star formation and
stellar feedback in order to address some of these questions. This
paper focuses on describing the numerical methods and on the gas
dynamics, while Paper II focuses on star formation.
Open questions that we address in the current work include:
(i) Is gas in the CMZ on x2 orbits? (see Section 6.1)
(ii) Is gas deposited by the bar-driven inflow onto an “outer
CMZ” at R' 450pc, or almost directly on the CMZ at R. 200pc?
Is there an “outer CMZ” which is physically distinct from an “inner
CMZ”? (see Section 6.2)
(iii) What is the dynamical origin of the ∞-shape discovered by
Molinari et al. (2011)? Is the CMZ disc tilted out of the Galactic
plane? (see Section 6.4)
(iv) How is gas transported from the CMZ inwards to the central
few parsecs? (see Section 5.2)
(v) Are the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds very close (R ≤ 20pc) to
SgrA* or further out (R= 50-100pc)? (see Section 6.3)
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe
our numerical methods and the differences between the present and
our previous simulations. In Section 3 we give a brief overview of
the overall gas dynamics and morphology. In Section 4 we discuss
the thermal and chemical properties of our simulated ISM. In Sec-
tion 5 we discuss inflows and outflows. In Section 6 we discuss the
implications of our results for the open questions raised above. We
sum up in Section 7.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS
The simulations presented here are similar to those we previously
discussed in Sormani et al. (2018, 2019), with the following dif-
ferences: (i) inclusion of the gas self-gravity; (ii) inclusion of a
sub-grid prescription for star formation and stellar feedback. Be-
sides that, we employ exactly the same externally imposed rotat-
ing barred potential, the same chemical/thermal treatment of the
gas, and the same initial conditions as in Sormani et al. (2019). In
Section 2.1 we give a brief overview that provides the minimum
background necessary to read the remainder of this paper, while in
Sections 2.2-2.7 we describe our numerical methods in more detail.
2.1 Overview
We use the moving-mesh code AREPO (Springel 2010; Weinberger
et al. 2020). A more detailed description of the strengths of this
code in the context of modelling the multi-phase nature of the
interstellar medium on galactic scales can be found for exam-
ple in Sect 2.1 of Tress et al. (2020). The simulations are three-
dimensional and unmagnetised, and include a live chemical net-
work that keeps track of hydrogen and carbon chemistry (see Sec-
tion 2.3). The simulations comprise interstellar gas in the whole
inner disc (R ≤ 5kpc) of the MW. This allows us to model the
CMZ in the context of the larger-scale flow, which is important
since the CMZ strongly interacts with its surrounding through the
bar inflow (Sormani et al. 2018). The gas is assumed to flow in a
multi-component external rotating barred potentialΦext(x, t)which
is constructed to fit the properties of the MW. This potential is iden-
tical to that used in Sormani et al. (2019) and is described in detail
in the appendix of that paper.
The gas self-gravity is included. The process of star formation
and stellar feedback processes are modelled as follows (see Sec-
tions 2.4 and 2.5 for more details):
(i) When a high density region collapses and the resolution limit
is reached, a sink particle (hereafter referred to simply as “sink”) is
created to replace the gas in this region. The sink does not represent
an individual star, but a small cluster which contains both gas and
stars.
(ii) Once a sink is created, a stellar population is assigned to it by
drawing from an IMF according to the Poisson stochastic method
described in Sormani et al. (2017).
(iii) The sinks are allowed to accrete mass at later times. Their
stellar population is updated every time mass is accreted.
(iv) For each massive star (M ≥ 8M) assigned to the sink,
we produce a supernova (SN) event with a time delay which de-
pends on the stellar progenitor mass. Each SN event injects en-
ergy/momentum into the ISM and gives back to the environment
part of the gas “locked-up” in the sink. SN feedback is the only
type of feedback included in the simulation.
(v) When all the SNe in a sink have exploded and all its gas con-
tent has been given back to the environment, the sink is converted
into a collisionless N-body particle with a mass equal to the stellar
mass of the sink. This N-body particle will continue to exist indef-
initely in the simulation and will affect it through its gravitational
potential.
For simplicity, we ignore magnetic fields. Thus our simula-
tions are unable to capture dynamical effects that may arise as a
consequence of the strong and highly ordered magnetic field that is
present in the CMZ (Chuss et al. 2003; Crocker et al. 2010; Mor-
ris 2015; Mangilli et al. 2019), which could for example induce
radial mass and angular momentum transport (Balbus & Hawley
1998), drive Galactic outflows (Pakmor & Springel 2013), shape
the properties and structure of molecular clouds (Pillai et al. 2015;
Girichidis et al. 2018) and affect the star formation rate (Mac Low
& Klessen 2004; Krumholz & Federrath 2019).
When making projections onto the plane of the Sky, we as-
sume an angle between the Sun-Galactic centre line and the bar
major axis of φ = 20◦, as in our previous papers (Sormani et al.
2018, 2019).
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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2.2 Equations solved by the code
The code solves the equations of fluid dynamics:
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (1)
∂ (ρv)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρv⊗v+PI) =−ρ∇Φ, (2)
∂ (ρe)
∂ t
+∇ · [(ρe+P)v] = Q˙+ρ ∂Φ
∂ t
, (3)
where ρ is the gas density, v is the velocity, P is the thermal pres-
sure, I is the identity matrix, e = etherm +Φ+v2/2 is the energy
per unit mass, etherm is the thermal energy per unit mass. We adopt
the equation of state of an ideal gas, P = (γ − 1)ρetherm, where
γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index.
The term Q˙ in Eq. (3) contains the changes to the internal en-
ergy of the gas due to radiative, chemical and feedback processes
(Q˙ = 0 for an adiabatic gas). The following processes contribute
to Q˙: (i) the cooling function, which is part of the chemical net-
work (Section 2.3) and which depends on the instantaneous chem-
ical composition of the gas (Glover et al. 2010; Glover & Clark
2012); (ii) heat released and absorbed by those chemical processes
that occur in the interstellar medium and are tracked by our chem-
ical network (Section 2.3), such as the formation of H2 on dust
grains; (iii) the averaged interstellar radiation field and cosmic ray
ionisation rate, which represent external heating sources (Section
2.3); (iv) the SN feedback, which injects energy into the ISM if the
Sedov-Taylor phase is resolved (see Section 2.5)
The termΦ represents the sum of the externally imposed grav-
itational potential and of the self-gravity of the gas, sinks and N-
body particles:
Φ=Φext +Φsg. (4)
The code calculates Φsg by solving Poisson’s equation at each
timestep:
∇2Φsg = 4piGρ . (5)
AREPO solves Poisson’s equation by using a tree-based approach
adapted from an improved version of GADGET-2 (Springel 2005).
In this approach each gas cell is treated as a point mass located at
the centre of the cell with an associated gravitational softening. The
gas softening length εgas is adaptive and depends on the cell size ac-
cording to εgas = 2rcell, where rcell is the radius of a sphere with the
same volume as the cell. AREPO ensures that the gas cells remain
quasi-spherical and so this radius is an accurate way of character-
ising the size of the cells. The lower limit of the softening length
is set at εgas,min = 0.1 pc. The softening length of the sinks (which
is the same as for N-body particles) is constant and is reported in
Table 1.
2.3 Chemistry of the gas
We account for the chemical evolution of the gas using an up-
dated version of the NL97 chemical network from Glover & Clark
(2012), which itself was based on the work of Glover & Mac Low
(2007a,b) and Nelson & Langer (1997). With this network, we
solve for the non-equilibrium abundances of H, H2, H+, C+, O,
CO and free electrons. This network is the same used in Sormani
et al. (2018) and we refer to their Section 3.4 for a more extensive
description of it.
One of the key parameters of the network is the strength of the
spatially averaged interstellar radiation field (ISRF). This is set to
the standard value G0 measured in the solar neighbourhood (Draine
1978) diminished by a local attenuation factor which depends on
the amount of gas present within 30 pc of each computational cell.
This attenuation factor is introduced to account for the effects of
dust extinction and H2 self-shielding and is calculated using the
TREECOL algorithm described in Clark et al. (2012). The cosmic
ray ionisation rate (CRIR) is fixed to ζH = 3× 10−17 s−1 (Gold-
smith & Langer 1978). The values adopted for the strength of the
ISRF and the size of the CRIR correspond to the ‘low’ simulation
of Sormani et al. (2018). While absorption studies of H+3 (Le Petit
et al. 2016; Oka et al. 2019) and the elevated molecular gas tem-
peratures (Clark et al. 2013; Ginsburg et al. 2016) indicate that both
the ISRF and the CRIR are almost certainly higher than this in the
CMZ, we have chosen these values in order to facilitate compari-
son with the previous simulation in Sormani et al. (2019), allowing
us to isolate the effects of self-gravity and SN feedback on the star
formation process, which as mentioned above are the only differ-
ences between Sormani et al. (2019) and the simulation presented
here. The main effects of a higher CRIR would be to decrease the
amount of molecular gas and to make the gas warmer. In particular,
since cosmic rays can penetrate much further than UV photons into
high-column density regions, they can heat the interior of molecu-
lar clouds (Clark et al. 2013). However, we have shown in Sormani
et al. (2018) that the strength of the ISRF/CRIR makes little dif-
ference to the large-scale dynamics. Indeed, even if the ISRF field
is a factor of a 1000 higher than in the solar neighbourhood, the
thermal sound speed of the molecular gas never comes close to the
values of cs = 5-10kms−1 which would be needed to significantly
affect the dynamics of the gas (Sormani et al. 2015a). The effects
of varying the strengths of the ISRF/CRIR in combination with the
inclusion of self-gravity will be explored in future work. Finally,
we impose a temperature floor Tfloor = 20 K on the simulated ISM.
Without this floor, the code occasionally produces anomalously low
temperatures in cells close to the resolution limit undergoing strong
adiabatic cooling, causing it to crash.
2.4 Sink particles
The sink particles implementation used here is identical to that in
Tress et al. (2020). We therefore give only a brief description here
and refer to their Section 2.3 for more details.
Accreting “sink particles” have been used mainly in small-
scale simulations of individual molecular clouds, in which the SF
process can be spatially and temporally resolved reasonably well,
in order to replace collapsing high-density region when the resolu-
tion limit is reached (e.g. Bate et al. 1995; Federrath et al. 2010).
In larger, galactic-scale simulations, in which the SF process is re-
solved less well, non-accreting stochastic “star particles” are in-
stead more often employed (e.g. Katz 1992; Katz et al. 1996; Stin-
son et al. 2006). The former approach requires higher resolution
but is more predictive, and allows one to assess the star formation
efficiency and the mass distribution of fragments in a robust and
quantitative way (Federrath et al. 2010). The latter approach can
be used to produce a healthy ISM matter cycle in lower-resolution
simulations, but its predictive power is more limited, being often
fine-tuned to reproduce the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (Schmidt
1959; Kennicutt 1998), rather than “predicting” it.
Our simulations are in an intermediate regime. While we are
able to resolve individual molecular clouds very well (see Section
2.6 and Figure 3), we do not have the resolution to follow the for-
mation of individual stars. In this intermediate regime, we choose
to use sink particles, so that we can take advantage of their superior
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predictive power. However, in our simulations each sink represents
a small stellar cluster rather than an individual star. We assume that
only a fraction εSF = 5% of the mass accreted actually forms stars,
while the rest is “locked-up” as gas in the sinks until SN feedback
(see Section 2.5) gives it back to the environment. This is neces-
sary for two important reasons. First, our resolution is not sufficient
to fully resolve the turbulent cascade within individual molecular
clouds or the generation of the associated density sub-structure. Be-
cause of this, the density of a Voronoi cell within a molecular cloud
should properly be thought of as representing the mean density of
the gas associated with the region of space represented by the cell.
Not all of the gas within that region of space will actually be at
that density, and hence not all of the gas will be immediately avail-
able for star formation. Second, our simulations neglect a number
of physical effects (e.g. magnetic field, protostellar outflows) that
are known to make star formation less efficient (see e.g. Federrath
2015). Because of this, the adoption of an efficiency of εSF = 100%
would actually be less realistic than our choice of a smaller value
and would result in an unrealistically high star formation rate. We
note that although the choice of εSF = 5% is somewhat arbitrary,
at our current resolution it does yield a depletion time for the CMZ
in fairly good agreement with the observationally determined value
(see Paper II). Moreover, our choice yields a star formation effi-
ciency per free-fall time εff ' 1%, in good agreement with most
observational determinations of this value (see e.g. Krumholz et al.
2012; Evans et al. 2014; Barnes et al. 2017; Utomo et al. 2018).
Following Federrath et al. (2010), a sink particle is created if a
region within an accretion radius racc and above a density threshold
ρc simultaneously satisfies all the following criteria:
(i) The gas flow is locally converging. To establish this, we re-
quire not only that the velocity divergence is negative (∇ ·v< 0), but
also that the divergence of the acceleration is negative (∇ ·a< 0).
(ii) The region is located at a local minimum of the potential Φ.
(iii) The region is not situated within the accretion radius of an-
other sink and also will not move within the accretion radius of a
sink in a time smaller than the local free-fall time.
(iv) The region is gravitationally bound, i.e. U > 2(Ek +Eth),
where U = GM2/racc is the gravitational energy of the region
within the accretion radius, Ek = 1/2∑imi∆v2i is the total kinetic
energy of all gas particles within the accretion radius with respect
to the centre of collapse, Eth =∑imieth,i is the total internal energy
of the same region, the sum is extended over all cells within the re-
gion, and mi and eth,i are the mass and the internal energy per unit
mass of the single cells respectively.
These criteria help to ensure that a region is only converted into a
sink if it is truly self-gravitating and collapsing. Sink particles are
collisionless, so they do not exert/feel pressure forces and interact
with gas particles only through gravity. The softening length of the
sink particles is reported in Table 1.
Sink particles accrete mass during the simulation. If a gas cell
is (i) denser than the threshold density ρc; (ii) within the accretion
radius racc of the sink particle and (iii) gravitationally bound to it,
then we move an amount of mass
∆m= (ρcell−ρc)Vcell (6)
from the cell to the sink, where ρcell is the initial gas density in the
cell and Vcell is its volume. Afterwards the new density of the cell
is simply the threshold density ρc. We also update appropriately
any other quantities in the cell that depend on the mass, such as the
total momentum or kinetic energy. In the case where a given gas
cell is located within the accretion radii of multiple sink particles,
parameter units value
ρc g cm−3 10−20
racc pc 1.0
rsoft pc 1.0
εSF 0.05
rsc pc 5.0
Table 1. Parameters of the sink particles. ρc is the density threshold, racc
is the accretion radius, rsoft is the softening length, εSF is the SF efficiency,
and rsc is the scatter radius of SNe around the sink.
we place the accreted mass from it onto the sink to which the gas is
most strongly bound.
Ideally, we would like to have the threshold density ρc as large
as possible, but in practice this is set by what we can afford in
terms of computational resources. In order to properly follow the
hierarchical collapse and correctly follow the underlying fragmen-
tation, we need to ensure that the local Jeans length is resolved by at
least four resolution elements (Truelove et al. 1997; see also Fed-
errath et al. 2011 for further discussion). If the threshold density
ρc is too high, the Jeans length can become prohibitively small.
In this first set of simulation we choose set the threshold den-
sity at ρc = 10−20 g cm−3, and stop refining for densities above
this threshold (see Section 2.6). This is a good compromise be-
tween resolution in the collapsing regions, and computational per-
formance. The chosen density threshold allows us to resolve star
formation at the average densities of the CMZ.
The accretion radius is chosen such that at the given threshold
density ρc, several cells fall inside racc given the local size of the
cells. The gravitational softening length of the collisionless sink
particles is set to the same value as racc, as this ensures that the
gravitational potential is not altered much due to the infall of mass
onto a sink, while at the same time limiting the size of the gravi-
tational acceleration produced within racc, which otherwise would
have a detrimental effect on performance. The main parameters that
characterise the sink particles used in our study are listed in Table 1.
The top panel 1 illustrates the typical mass distribution of the
sinks at the time of their formation (thick lines) and the instanta-
neous mass distribution at a representative time (thin lines). The
figure shows that the sinks have on average higher masses in the
CMZ compared to the Galactic disc (see Figure 4 for the defini-
tion of CMZ and disc). The bottom panel in the figure shows a
histogram of the sink lifetimes.
The typical accretion histories of a representative sample of
our sinks are shown in Figure 2. This figure shows that most of
the accretion takes place during the first few Myr, when the sink is
still immersed in the collapsing gas cloud from which it originated
(see also discussion in Klessen & Burkert 2000). Accretion usually
stops when the gas and sink decouple at later times (due to feedback
and to gas and sinks following different equations of motion, see
discussion in Section 3.3 of Paper II).
2.5 Stellar feedback
The only type of feedback included in our simulation is type II su-
pernova (SN) feedback. The implementation used here is identical
to that described in Section 2.4 of Tress et al. (2020), to which we
refer for a more detailed description.
Once a sink is created, it must be “populated” with stars. We
attribute a discrete stellar population to the sink sampling from a
Kroupa (2001) initial mass function (IMF) using the method de-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 1. Top panel: mass distribution of the stellar mass of sink particles
found at a representative snapshot in the simulations. We show the mass
distribution at their formation (thick lines) and at the current time of the
snapshot (thin lines) where the mass increased due to accretion. Bottom
panel: distribution of the life-times of the sink particles in the simulation.
The peak at 10 Myr is due to sink particles that failed to generate massive
stars and are then converted to a passive star particle (see Section 2.5). Blue
and yellow indicate sinks in the CMZ and disc respectively (see Section 3.1
and Figure 4 for definitions of CMZ and disc used in the analysis).
scribed in Sormani et al. (2017). According to this method, we draw
the IMF according to a Poisson distribution such that the average
stellar mass attributed to a sink is εSFMsink, where Msink is the mass
of the sink and εSF its SF efficiency (see Table 1). This approach
ensures that, globally, the mass distribution of stars in the simula-
tion follows the IMF. The same procedure is repeated every time a
mass ∆Msink is accreted onto the sink, by drawing an IMF accord-
ing to a Poisson distribution with average stellar mass ∆MsinkεSF.
Our method ensures that the final stellar population of the sink (in-
cluding the stars formed from mass accreted at later times) is inde-
pendent of the particular accretion history of the sink.
For each star more massive than 8 M associated with the
sink, we generate a SN event at the end of the lifetime of the
star, which are calculated based on their mass from Table 25.6 of
Maeder (2009). Since the sink represents an entire group of stars
that can interact dynamically, we do not assume that the SN occurs
exactly at the location of the sink. Instead, we randomly sample the
SN location from a Gaussian distribution centred on the particle
and with standard deviation rsc = 5 pc.
Since the assumed efficiency of SF within the sink is relatively
small, most of the mass in the sink represents gas that should be
102
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101
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Figure 2. Accretion history for a sample of randomly selected sink particles
in our simulation. Top panel: total mass of the sink (gas + stars) as a function
of time for randomly selected sinks (i) in the CMZ (blue lines) and (ii) in the
disc (orange lines). t0 denotes the sink formation time. Each increase in the
mass corresponds to an accretion event, while each decrease corresponds
to a SN explosion (which frees some of the gas locked-up in the sink).
Bottom panel: total stellar mass as a function of time for the same sample
of sinks shown in the top panel. The stellar mass does not decrease when
a SN event occurs, contrary to the total mass, which decreases because gas
is given back to the environment. This figure shows that (a) most of the
accretion usually takes place during the first few Myr, when the sinks and
the collapsing gas cloud from which they originated have not yet decoupled
(see also discussion in Section 3.3 of Paper II), and (b) the sink formation
mass is on average higher in the CMZ than in the disc (see also Figure
1). The typical lifetimes of the sinks can also be read off this figure: sinks
without massive stars (and therefore without any associated SN) event die
after t = 10Myr, while sinks with massive stars die after the last SN event
has taken place (see Section 2.5 for more details).
eventually returned to the ISM. The “gaseous” mass locked-up in
the sink is therefore gradually given back to the ISM with every SN
event. Each event ejects a gas mass of Mej = (Msink−Mstars)/nSN,
where Msink is the mass of the sink at the time that the supernova
occurs, Mstars is the mass of stars contained within the sink at that
time, and nSN is the remaining number of SN events that the sink
harbors. The mass is distributed uniformly within the energy injec-
tion region. The temperature of the injection cells is not altered at
this stage.
Once the last massive star has reached the end of its lifetime,
the sink has a final mass of Mstars. At this point, we convert it into
a collisionless N-body particle representing its evolved stellar pop-
ulation. It will then continue to exist until the end of the simulation
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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as a collisionless particle which interacts with the gas only through
gravity.
It is not uncommon to have sinks that do not accrete enough
mass to form a massive star. In this case we cannot return the gas
mass trapped within the sink during an SN event. Instead, after a
period of 10 Myr, if the sink still did not manage to create a massive
star, we convert it into a collisionless N-body particle and return the
remaining mass (95%) to the ISM by uniformly adding it to all gas
particles in a surrounding sphere of R = 100 pc. This is necessary
because since gas and stars follow different equations of motion
they will eventually decouple (stars are collisionless so that they do
not feel pressure forces, while gas is collisional; see also Section
3.3 of Paper II). Typical lifetimes of the sinks can be read off Figure
1.
To model the supernova energy/momentum injection of each
SN event, we calculate the radius of a supernova remnant at the
end of its Sedov-Taylor phase based on an assumed SN energy of
1051 erg and the local mean density n¯, which for solar metallicity
is (Blondin et al. 1998)
RST = 19.1
(
n¯
1 cm−3
)−7/17
pc, (7)
where in our case n¯ is calculated including the contributions from
both the ambient gas and also the mass loading of the SN event.
We compare this with the radius of the injection region, Rinj, de-
fined as the size of the smallest sphere around the explosion site
that contains 40 grid cells. If RST > Rinj, the Sedov-Taylor phase is
resolved and we inject ESN = 1051 erg into the injection region in
the form of thermal energy and fully ionise the contained gas. If, on
the other hand, the Sedov-Taylor phase of the SN remnant is unre-
solved, thermal energy would be radiated away too quickly, making
it unable to generate a strong shock and deposit the correct amount
of kinetic energy into the ISM. In this case, as is common practice
in numerical simulations, we inject directly an amount of momen-
tum given by (see e.g. Martizzi et al. 2015; Gatto et al. 2015; Kim
& Ostriker 2015)
pfin = 2.6×105n−2/17 M km s−1, (8)
for a SN of energy ESN = 1051 erg and solar metallicity. We do
not change the temperature or the ionisation state of the region in
this case as this would throw off-balance the energy budget in large
unresolved regions. Since we lack early feedback, the initial SN of
a star-forming region will be injected into a high density medium in
which the Sedov-Taylor phase is often unresolved. Therefore most
of the SNe in the simulation inject momentum, with only around
15 % injecting thermal energy.
Momentum injection alone cannot produce a hot phase in the
ISM. By keeping the injection radius small we minimise the num-
ber of occasions on which we must inject momentum rather than
thermal energy. On the other hand, we cannot take too small an
injection radius since this would lead to anisotropic momentum in-
jection due to the small number of cells amongst which to distribute
the momentum. Even though SNe are observed to be anisotropic in
some instances (e.g. Wang & Wheeler 2008), we have no reason
to expect that the artificial anisotropy introduced by taking a very
small accretion radius will resemble this real physical anisotropy.
We therefore prefer to minimise the numerical noise that such a low
cell count would introduce. We have found through experimenta-
tion that defining Rinj such that a total of 40 grid cells are contained
within a sphere of that radius seems to offer the best trade-off be-
tween minimising the number of momentum injection events and
minimising the impact of grid noise and anisotropic expansion on
the evolution of the individual remnants. We note that this mixed
approach of injecting thermal energy in regions where RST is re-
solved and momentum in regions where this is not the case is not
new. Similar methods have been successfully used by a number of
other authors to study the impact of SN feedback on the ISM (see
e.g. Kimm & Cen 2014; Hopkins et al. 2014; Walch et al. 2015;
Simpson et al. 2015; Kim & Ostriker 2017).
Finally, we mention that SN is not the only type of feedback
associated with SF. For example, stellar winds and radiation from
young stars also play an important role in dispersing GMCs, par-
ticularly since they act much earlier than SN feedback (e.g. Dale
et al. 2014; Inutsuka et al. 2015; Offner & Arce 2015; Rosen et al.
2016; Gatto et al. 2017; Rahner et al. 2018, 2019; Kruijssen et al.
2019b; Chevance et al. 2020). However, it remains computationally
challenging to include all of these forms of feedback in simulations
with the scale and resolution of those presented here. Therefore,
in our initial study we restrict our attention to the effects of SN
feedback and defer an investigation of other feedback processes to
future work.
2.6 Resolution
We use the system of mass refinement present in AREPO so that the
resolution depends on the local density and temperature according
to the following criteria. We use a base target cell mass of 100 M.
This means that no cells in the simulation fall below this resolu-
tion (i.e., no cell in the simulations can have mass larger than this)
within a tolerance factor∼ 2. Then, we ensure that the Jeans length
is locally resolved by at least four resolution elements according to
the criterion of Truelove et al. (1997). We stop refining for densities
above the sink creation threshold ρc (see Table 1 and discussion in
Section 2.4). The resolution achieved in our simulation is displayed
graphically in Figure 3.
2.7 Initial conditions
We initialise the density according to the following axisymmetric
density distribution:
ρ(R,z) =
Σ0
4zd
exp
(
−Rm
R
− R
Rd
)
sech
(
z
2zd
)2
, (9)
where (R,φ ,z) denote standard cylindrical coordinates, zd = 85pc,
Rd = 7kpc, Rm = 1.5kpc, Σ0 = 50M pc−2, and we cut the disc so
that ρ = 0 for R ≥ 5kpc. This profile matches the observed radial
distribution of gas in the Galaxy (Kalberla & Dedes 2008; Heyer &
Dame 2015). The total initial gas mass in the simulation is ' 1.5×
109 M. The computational box has a total size of 24×24×24kpc
with periodic boundary conditions. The box is sufficiently large that
the outer boundary has a negligible effect on the evolution of the
simulated galaxy.
In order to avoid transients, we introduce the bar gradually,
as is common practice in simulations of gas flow in barred poten-
tials (e.g. Athanassoula 1992). We start with gas in equilibrium on
circular orbits in an axisymmetrised potential and then we turn on
the non-axisymmetric part of the potential linearly during the first
146Myr (approximately one bar rotation) while keeping constant
the total mass distribution which generates the underlying external
potential. Therefore, only the simulation at t ≥ 146Myr, when the
bar is fully on, will be considered for the analysis in this paper.
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Figure 3. Top: spatial resolution as a function of density in our simula-
tion. rcell is the radius of a sphere with the same volume as the cell. Bot-
tom: mass of the cells as a function of density. The black contours contain
(25,50,75)% of the total number of cells. The dotted lines show the Jeans
length λJ at the indicated temperature. The vertical dashed line denotes the
sink density formation threshold ρc (See Table 1).
3 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE GAS FLOWS
3.1 Subdivision in three regions: CMZ, DLR, disc
In order to facilitate the analysis in the following sections, we sub-
divide our simulation into three spatial regions (see Figure 4):
• The CMZ is defined as the region within cylindrical radius
R≤ 250pc.
• The dust lane region (DLR) is the elongated transition region
between the CMZ and the Galactic disc, where highly non-circular
gas motions caused by the bar are present.1
• The disc is defined as everything outside the DLR. In our sim-
ulation, the gaseous disc extends out to R' 5kpc (see Section 2.7).
3.2 Large-scale gas dynamics
Figure 5 shows the surface density of the gas at different times in
the simulation and Figure 6 zooms onto the CMZ. The appendix
1 The name “dust lane region” comes from the fact that this is the region
where in observations of external barred galaxies such as NGC 1300 or
NGC 5383 one can see "the presence of two dust lanes leaving the nucleus
one on each side of the bar and extending into the spiral arms" (Sandage
1961). In the simulation, these correspond to the large-scale shocks which
are clearly visible in Figure 4 (e.g. Athanassoula 1992).
provides further figures in different tracers. Figure 7 shows the in-
stantaneous gas streamlines. These figures show that the large-scale
gas flow approximately follows the x1/x2 orbit2 dynamics, simi-
lar to our previous non-self gravitating simulations (Sormani et al.
2018, 2019). This has been described in detail for example in Sec-
tion 4.1 of Sormani et al. (2018) and references therein, and will
not be repeated here.
3.3 Morphology of the CMZ
The top and middle panels of Figure 8 show the time-averaged sur-
face density of the gas. The time-averaged flow is very smooth and
regular, and the CMZ shows up as a clearly defined ring. Compar-
ing this figure with Figure 6 shows that while the time-averaged
morphology is very regular and relatively simple, the instantaneous
morphology of the CMZ is very rich in substructure that is tran-
sient in time. At any given time the CMZ can look very turbulent
and irregular, to the point that the underlying regular structure is
not obvious or even discernible. This illustrates that the most natu-
ral way to think of the current structure of the CMZ is as the sum
of a regular, time-averaged structure and a set of highly transient
perturbations superimposed on it.
These considerations are another manifestation of what is
shown in Figure 12 of Sormani et al. (2018), where we display a
typical molecular cloud orbiting in the CMZ at different times. We
found that while the centre of mass of the cloud closely follows x2
orbits on average, on top of this underlying “guiding centre” mo-
tion there are often significant turbulent fluctuations.3 These fluctu-
ations can make the instantaneous observed kinematics of the cloud
look very different from what we may naively expect from a regular
x2 orbit. We continue the discussion on this point in Section 6.1
Comparison of the top and middle panels of Figure 8 shows
that the CMZ morphology also depends on which tracer one is con-
sidering. The CMZ morphology in HI is more spiral-like, while in
H2 it is more ring-like. This is consistent with the fact that in exter-
nal galaxies the morphologies of nuclear rings are complex, often
showing both ring-like and spiral-like structures with a strong de-
pendence on the tracer used (e.g. Izumi et al. 2013).
Figure 9 compares the present simulations (that include gas
self-gravity and stellar feedback) to our previous simulations
(which did not). One of the most notable differences is that in the
former gas can be found at radii inside the main CMZ ring, while
in the latter there was essentially no gas inside the CMZ ring. This
suggests that self-gravity and stellar feedback may play a major
role in driving the gas from the CMZ inwards, a currently important
open question since it is related to the fuelling of the super-massive
black hole SgrA*. We investigate this in more detail in Section 5.2.
3.4 Resolving individual molecular clouds
With this simulation we achieve resolutions that allow us to follow
the formation of individual molecular clouds and start resolving
their substructure. To illustrate this we show in Figure 10 a three-
colour composite image of the CMZ with zoom-in panels onto in-
dividual cloud complexes. The dynamic nature of the complex en-
2 This nomenclature has become standard in the literature after the work of
Contopoulos & Grosbol (1989).
3 In Sormani et al. (2018) these fluctuations were entirely due to the bar
inflow, while in the present work they are due to both supernova feedback
and the bar inflow.
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Figure 4. Definition of the three regions (CMZ, DLR, disc) into which we
subdivide our simulated Galaxy for subsequent analysis. See Section 3.1 for
more details.
vironment in which the molecular clouds are embedded becomes
clear from this figure. The clouds exhibit a complicated filamen-
tary morphology, far from the idealised “spherical cloud” that is
often used as a model. Clearly they cannot be idealised as indi-
vidual and disconnected entities, but are part of a large intercon-
nected network. Importantly, the clouds are part of and form self-
consistently from the large-scale flow driven by the Galactic bar.
Several processes unique to this environment shape their morphol-
ogy, lifetime and evolution. Extreme shearing, stretching and com-
pressive forces at the locations where clouds orbiting in the CMZ
violently collide with the high velocity gas plunging in from the
dust lanes produce dense and highly elongated structures around
the apocentre (see Panels B and C of Figure 10). These clouds can
grow extremely compact and massive while moving downstream
of the apocentre due to their self-gravity (for instance Panel D of
Figure 10), which will lead to intense star formation. Finally, su-
pernova feedback leads to the formation of a filamentary gaseous
disc in the innermost few tens of pc (Panel A of Figure 10), which
is fed by the main CMZ ring (see Section 5.2). A more detailed
analysis of the properties of the molecular cloud population will be
presented in a future work.
4 THERMAL AND CHEMICAL PHASES OF THE ISM
4.1 A three-phase medium
The top panel in Figure 11 shows that the ISM in the simula-
tion is a three phase medium. The cold component (T ≤ 103 K)
is predominantly molecular and is well traced by H2 and CO. The
warm component (103 < T < 104.5 K) is well traced by H. The hot
component (T ≥ 104.5 K) is produced by the SN feedback and is
almost completely ionised. From the top panel in Figure 11 one
can read off the typical densities of the three phases. The tran-
sition from warm (atomic) to cold (molecular) gas occurs around
n∼ 102 cm−3, while the transition from warm to hot occurs around
n ∼ 10−2 cm−3. From Figure 12 one can see how the mass is dis-
tributed into the three phases. Globally, most of the mass is in the
cold phase. The hot phase is the least massive phase, but as dis-
cussed below it has larger volume filling factors.
Figure 13 shows the volume filling factors of the cold, warm
and hot components in different regions. Most of the volume in the
CMZ is occupied by the warm phase (∼ 70%), followed by the hot
phase (∼ 25%), and by the cold phase (∼ 5%). These values are
roughly consistent with the observational estimates of Oka et al.
(2019) stating that the volume filling factor of the dense molecular
gas is < 10% and of Ferrière et al. (2007) who find that the fill-
ing factors of the cold molecular component is ∼ 3.3%. Figure 13
also shows that there is significant scatter in the filling factors at
different locations within the same region, so they can be expected
to vary from sightline to sightline in observations. In the DLR, the
warm (∼ 65%) and hot (∼ 35%) volume filling factors are similar
to those of the CMZ, but there is a higher volume fraction of molec-
ular gas (∼ 10%) and it is possible to find 100pc-wide regions with
values reaching fcold ∼ 50%. In the Disc, the warm phase does not
dominate the volume contrary to the CMZ (∼ 35%), and most of
the volume is occupied by the hot phase (60%). The filling factor of
the cold phase remains small (∼ 5%) although it is still possible to
find 100pc-wide regions with high fcold, similarly to the DLR. In
the Halo, the hot phase becomes dominant (∼ 80%) while the cold
phase is negligible (. 0.1%).
Figure 14 shows the time evolution of the various thermal and
chemical components. From this plot, one can see that the amount
of gas in each chemical/thermal phase is approximately constant in
time in the second half of the simulation, indicating that a statistical
steady state has been reached.
Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution and morphology of
the three chemical phases relative to each other. Comparison be-
tween the different panels of Figure 15 allows us to study the spa-
tial and morphological connection between the thermal and chemi-
cal phases. Comparing the left column with the middle column one
can clearly see the spatial correlation between the cold phase and
H2, while comparing the left and right columns one can see the
correlation between the warm phase and HI. The hot component is
contained in large ionised cavities which are produced by the SN
feedback.
Finally, we remark that the vertical dashed line in Figures
11-12 denotes the sink density formation threshold ρc (See Sec-
tion 2.4). Above this density, gas in the simulation stars being con-
verted into sink particles. This explains the decline in the PDF vis-
ible in the figures above this density.
4.2 CMZ vs disc
Figures 11-15 allow us to compare the gas properties in the CMZ
with those in the Galactic disc. Comparing the two panels in Figure
11 we can see that the gas in the CMZ is much more predominantly
cold/molecular than in the disc. The top panel in Figure 12 shows
that the gas in the CMZ has considerably higher average densities
than the gas in the disc, qualitatively consistent with what is ob-
served in the real CMZ (e.g. Mills et al. 2018). Figure 12 also shows
that our simulations underestimate the temperature of the cold gas
compared to observations (e.g. Ginsburg et al. 2016; Krieger et al.
2017), which is expected given the low ISRF/CRIR and the absence
of radiation feedback from massive stars in our numerical scheme
(see Sections 2.3 and 2.5). Figure 14 indicates that the fraction of
cold gas in the CMZ makes up ∼ 90% of its mass, compared to
∼ 50% in the disc, and that the mass fraction of hydrogen which
is in molecular form is ∼ 50% in the CMZ vs ∼ 20% in the disc.
These trends are also qualitatively similar to those observed in the
real Galaxy (e.g. Morris & Serabyn 1996; Krieger et al. 2017).
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Figure 5. Total gas surface density at different times in the simulation. The simulated CMZ is the dense ring at the centre (see Figure 6). The bar potential is
gradually turning on for t < 146Myr (see Section 2.7). Hence, only the times t ≥ 146Myr, when the bar is fully on, should be considered when analysing the
morphology. In all panels, the bar major axis is horizontal.
5 INFLOWS AND OUTFLOWS
The purpose of this section is to investigate inflows and outflows
in our simulation, and to compare with our previous simulations in
Sormani et al. (2019), which were identical except for the lack of
gas self-gravity and SN feedback (see Section 2 for more details).
Figure 16 shows the instantaneous radial mass flows. These
are calculated as follows. Consider a spherical coordinate system
(R,θ ,φ) centred on the Galactic centre. Then the radial mass flux
per unit area and per unit time is:
F(R,θ ,φ) = eˆR · (ρv) , (10)
where eˆR is the unit vector in the R direction, ρ is the gas volume
density and v is the gas velocity. F > 0 indicates outflow, while
F < 0 indicates inflow.
The left panel of Figure 16 shows a face-on mass-weighted
projection of the radial flows. At each instant, both radially inward
(red) and outward (blue) flows are present. The radially inward
motions (red) are concentrated along the two “dust-lane features”
which mediate the bar-driven accretion, while most of the radially
outward motions (blue) occur after the gas has passed the point of
closest approach to the centre along its orbit and is on its way to the
apocentre.
It is interesting to note that embedded in the midst of the (red)
dust lanes, some outflowing (blue) clouds can be spotted. These are
clouds that are crashing against the dust lane after having moved in
along the dust lanes on the opposite side and overshot passing by
the CMZ. Because they are going “against the current”, the hydro-
dynamic drag will cause them to decelerate and ultimately join the
flow of the surrounding dust lane in which they are embedded.
The right panel in Figure 16 shows the instantaneous mass
fluxes across the surfaces of two spheres of radii R1 = 50pc and
R2 = 250pc. Because of the highly non-circular motions, there are
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Figure 6. Zoom of Figure 5 onto the CMZ
both inflows and outflows, and some of the gas flows in and then
back out. So it is not straightforward to tell whether the net flux is
inwards or outwards. The instantaneous net fluxes for this particular
snapshot, calculated by integrating over the surface of the spheres,
are reported in Figure 16. However, the net fluxes are highly vari-
able in time, as can be seen from Figure 17, which shows the net
fluxes across the two spheres R1 and R2 as a function of time.
While it is instructive to look at the instantaneous fluxes, it is
more meaningful to consider their time-averaged values. Figure 18
provides the time-averaged net fluxes across the two spheres de-
fined in Figure 16. In contrast to the instantaneous fluxes, which
can be either positive or negative depending on the particular in-
stant that we choose to look at them, the time-averaged net con-
tributions are always negative. The net inflow through R1 is much
smaller than the net inflow through R2. We now analyse in more
detail the implications of this finding.
5.1 Bar inflow from the disc to the CMZ
It is well known that the Galactic bar is very efficient at driving the
gas from large radii (R' 4 kpc) inwards along the dust lanes down
to the CMZ ring at R ' 200pc. Sormani & Barnes (2019) use a
simple geometrical model applied to CO data to provide an obser-
vational estimate of this bar-driven inflow. They report a mass in-
flow rate of 2.7+1.5−1.7 M yr
−1. As they discuss in their Section 4.1.4,
this value should be multiplied by an overshooting factor f ≤ 1 to
take into account the fact that only part of the gas falling along the
dust lanes accretes onto the CMZ, while partly misses it and ‘over-
shoots’, eventually hitting the dust lane on the opposite side. The
value quoted in Sormani & Barnes (2019) assumed f = 1 since at
the time this paper was written the value of f was unknown. Hatch-
field et al. (in preparation) has measured the value of f by adding
tracer particles to the simulation of Sormani et al. (2019), and found
f ' 50%. This implies that the observationally determined value
should be corrected to 1.35+0.75−0.85 M yr
−1.
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Figure 7. Top: Instantaneous gas streamlines superimposed on the total gas density for the snapshot at t = 161Myr. Bottom: zoom onto the simulated CMZ.
The velocities are shown in the frame corotating with the bar.
The bar-driven inflow in our simulation is quantified by the
net flux across R2 (see Figure 16). The time averaged net flux is
M˙ = 0.987M yr−1 (Figure 18). This is consistent with the obser-
vationally determined inflow rate reported above. In addition to the
average value, the time variability of the inflow in our simulation
is also roughly consistent with the one inferred from observations
(compare Figure 17 with Figure 3 in Sormani & Barnes 2019). Our
inflow value is also consistent with the numerical result of Armil-
lotta et al. (2019), which is M˙ = 1-3M yr−1.
The blue lines in Figure 19 show the gaseous mass of the CMZ
as a function of time, which grows according to the inflow rate
determined above. The figure also shows that most of the mass in
the CMZ is locked-up in the sinks, which is expected given that
the average density of the CMZ is significantly higher than that of
the disc (see Figure 12), so that a larger fraction of the gas lies at
densities above the sink formation threshold ρc (see Table 1). The
total gas mass of the CMZ in the simulation at t > 146Myr (after
the bar potential is fully on, see Section 2.7) is comparable to the
observationally determined mass of ∼ 5×107 M.
Where does the gas go? Mass conservation requires that (see
also Section 3.3 of Crocker 2012):
M˙inflow = M˙outflow +SFR+ M˙CMZ . (11)
In our simulation, the outflow rate is small (Section 5.3), and the
total mass of the CMZ will continue to grow until the SFR approx-
imately matches the bar-driven inflow rate or becomes high enough
to power a more significant outflow rate (see discussion in the last
paragraph in Section 3.1 of Paper II). However, in the real Galaxy
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Figure 8. Time-averaged plot of top: HI surface density; middle: H2 surface
density; bottom: star formation rate (SFR) surface density. The average is
calculated over the time period t = 146.7-166.2Myr. A comparison with
Figures 5 and 6 shows that while the time-averaged morphology is very
regular, the instantaneous morphology displays a complex transient sub-
structure. The SFR is calculated as a running average over the last 0.6 Myr
and is analysed in more detail in Paper II.
it might be possible that the Galactic outflow efficiently removes
the gas at a rate which is up to ∼ 90% of the inflow rate through
high-energy processes that are not included in our simulation (see
the discussion in Section 4.2 of Sormani & Barnes 2019).
The bar-driven inflow rate determined here is very similar ('
1M yr−1) to the one that is obtained using our previous non-self
gravitating simulations in Sormani et al. (2019). Recall that these
are identical to those presented here except that they do not include
gas self-gravity and stellar feedback (see Section 2). This result
suggests that the inflow from the disc to the CMZ is driven by the
non-axisymmetric potential of the Galactic bar, and not by the gas
self-gravity and/or the SN feedback.
5.2 Feedback driven inflow from the CMZ inwards
As discussed in the previous section, the bar is very efficient in driv-
ing the gas from large radii (R' 4 kpc) inwards along the dust lanes
down to the CMZ ring at R' 200pc. However, a long-standing and
important open question is how the gas continues its journey from
the CMZ inwards and how (and to what extent) these large-scale
flows reach the supermassive black-hole (SgrA*) at the centre of
our Galaxy (e.g. Phinney 1994). Indeed, our previous simulations
show that the bar is ineffective in driving the gas from the CMZ
inwards: in the absence of any form of stellar feedback/magnetic
fields, the gas just piles up in the CMZ ring and stalls there, with-
out going further in (Sormani et al. 2018, 2019). Understanding
how the gas flows from the CMZ inwards is key to understand the
formation of the circum-nuclear disc (CND, e.g. Mills et al. 2013;
Trani et al. 2018) and to learn more about the fuelling of SgrA*
(e.g. Ghez et al. 2008; Genzel et al. 2010; Gillessen et al. 2017).
One possibility to drive mass transport from the CMZ inwards
is that stellar feedback associated with the intense CMZ SF activity
could stochastically launch parcels of gas towards the centre (e.g.
Davies et al. 2007). Given the right initial condition, a cloud might
plunge almost undisturbed towards the centre, since the mean free
path of molecular clouds is comparable to the radius of the CMZ
(Sormani & Li 2020). The gas self-gravity can also play a role in
driving an inflow by creating gravitational torques that are addi-
tional to those of the Galactic bar. The simulations presented here
are ideal to test these hypotheses, because we can compare them
with the previous non-self gravitating simulations in Sormani et al.
(2019). Since the only difference between the current simulations
and those in Sormani et al. (2019) (in which, as we have checked,
there was essentially no net inflow from the CMZ inwards) is the
presence of self-gravity and SN feedback (see Section 2), all the
inflow present in the newer simulations can be attributed to these
two ingredients.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the difference between the old
and new simulations is already evident from Figure 9. In the old
simulation there is essentially no gas inside the CMZ ring, while
in the new simulation a rich morphology is found inside the CMZ
ring.
The inflow from the CMZ inwards can be quantified by the
averaged net flux across R1 in Figure 16. This is highly variable
in time (Figure 17), but there is a time averaged net inward flux
of M˙ = 0.03M yr−1 (see Figure 18). While this is a factor of 30
smaller than the bar-driven inflow onto the CMZ (Section 5.1), it is
quite significant. Observations show that at radii of 1.5.R. 10pc,
there is a concentration of molecular gas known as the circum-
nuclear disc (CND) (e.g. Mills et al. 2013; Tsuboi et al. 2018). The
CND has an estimated mass of M = 104 -105 M (Requena-Torres
et al. 2012), and is the closest large reservoir of molecular gas to
SgrA*, whose gravitational potential becomes dominant at R. 1pc
(Ghez et al. 2008; Genzel et al. 2010; Gillessen et al. 2017), and it
is therefore critical in understanding its fuelling. Our determined
inflow rate of M˙ = 0.03M yr−1 is significant because at this rate
the CND would take only 0.3-3Myr to build up, a relatively short
time (see Section 3.2 of Paper II for a discussion of star formation
associated with this inflow).
SN feedback is the dominant process in driving the nuclear in-
flow. Torques from the gas-self gravity appear to be negligible since
we have checked that they are consistently one order of magnitude
smaller than those from the Galactic bar at all radii. Note that al-
though the Galactic bar alone is ineffective in driving the inflow in
the absence of SN feedback, it still constitutes the ultimate “sink”
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Figure 9. Comparison of the total gas surface density in the simulation from Sormani et al. (2019) (which did not include the gas self gravity) and in the
one presented in this work (which includes self-gravity, star formation and supernova feedback). The two simulations employ exactly the same external MW
barred potential and are shown at the same time, t = 178Myr.
of angular momentum even when the feedback is present. SN feed-
back cannot change the total amount of angular momentum, but
can only redistribute it in such a way that it becomes available for
removal by the bar. For example, a SN explosion in a CMZ cloud
might send parts of it towards the centre, contributing to the inflow,
and parts of it at larger radii, where the bar can then remove its
angular momentum and eventually send it back to the CMZ.
We conclude that SN feedback is able to contribute M˙ '
0.03M yr−1 to the inflow from the CMZ towards the CND. The
question of how the gas migrates from the CND to SgrA* cannot
be addressed with the current simulations because the resolution is
not sufficient to resolve the gas flows at R≤ 1pc.
5.3 Outflow
An interesting question is to what extent the supernova feedback
is able to drive an outflow in the vertical direction. However, this
cannot be studied from Figure 18 since the mass flux in this fig-
ure is dominated by motions in the plane z = 0. Hence, in order
to investigate the presence of vertical outflows, we move from the
spherical geometry of Figure 18 to a cylindrical geometry. Figure
20 shows the total inward and outward fluxes integrated across
the lateral and the top/bottom surfaces of a cylinder with radius
R = 250pc and z = ±100pc. The corresponding fluxes are ob-
tained by integrating over all points with velocity vectors pointing
inside and outside the cylinder respectively. From this figure it can
be seen that the stellar feedback can drive a moderate outflow of
about ∼ 0.1M yr−1, most of which falls back at a later time in
a fountain flow, since its velocity is smaller than the escape ve-
locity. This finding is similar to the predictions of the models of
Crocker (2012) and Crocker et al. (2015) in the context of of mod-
elling the high-energy phenomenology of the inner Galaxy. The
outflow is on average stronger at later (t > 190Myr) than at ear-
lier (147 < t < 190Myr) times, indicative of a correlation with the
SFR, which also increases at later times (see Figure 2 in Paper II).
All these findings are similar to those obtained in the simulation of
Armillotta et al. (2019); compare our Figure 20 with their Figure
10.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 x2 orbits vs open orbit: a false dichotomy?
We have seen in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 that clouds in CMZ roughly
follow x2 orbits, as first proposed by Binney et al. (1991). However,
Kruijssen et al. (2015) (hereafter KDL) report an inconsistency (see
KDL Section 5.2.5) between their best-fitting open orbit and the x2
orbits. What is the relation between the present work and the KDL
orbit? Are the two pictures really inconsistent? The purpose of this
section is to show that the KDL open orbit scenario is not necessar-
ily in contradiction with the Binney et al. (1991) picture. Instead,
the KDL open orbit should be considered as one of the several pos-
sible ways to refine the Binney et al. (1991) model by taking into
account epicyclic excursions around x2 orbits. Indeed, from a theo-
retical point of view, any open orbit like the best-fitting open orbit
of KDL is most naturally understood as a libration around an un-
derlying x2 orbit. In order to understand the theoretical arguments
that lead to this conclusion, we need to digress a little bit to discuss
the theory of orbits in barred potential.
In an axisymmetric potential, such as the one used by KDL,
the only stable planar closed orbits are circular orbits. The typical
(non-closed) orbit is a rosette (see for example Figure 3.1 in Binney
& Tremaine 2008). Any rosette orbit is naturally described as the
sum of the motion of a guiding centre which follows the circular
orbit plus excursions around this circular orbit (Binney & Tremaine
2008). Indeed, the KDL orbit, if integrated forward or backwards in
time for longer than shown in Figure 6 of KDL, would be a rosette
which oscillates between the maximum and minimum radii of 59
pc and 121 pc respectively (see Figure 21 and KDL Table 1).
In the central regions of a non-axisymmetric rotating barred
potential, such as the one of the MW, the typical orbit still looks
like a rosette, but circular orbits are replaced by a family of mildly
elongated stable closed orbits called x2 orbits. What do closed or-
bits look like in a sequence of potentials which start from an ax-
isymmetric potential and then gradually become more barred? The
answer to this question can be seen for example in Figure 6 of Sor-
mani et al. (2015b): the circular orbits gradually morph into the
x2 orbit. How can we understand open orbits (i.e., rosettes) in the
central regions of a barred potential? Just as any rosette orbit in an
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Figure 10. Three-colour composite showing the spatial relation of three chemical components: HI, H2 and CO. The zoom-in panels show various cloud
complexes in the CMZ. The resolution of our simulation allows us to resolve individual molecular clouds, which are formed self-consistently from the
large-scale flow.
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Figure 11. 2D histograms showing the mass distribution in the n-T plane,
where T is the gas temperature and n the gas number density. Top: for all gas
in the simulation. Bottom: for the CMZ, defined as the region R ≤ 250pc
(see Figure 4). The vertical dashed line denotes the sink density formation
threshold ρc (See Section 2.4 and Table 1). Shaded coloured areas indicate
the three thermal phases (cold, warm, hot).
axisymmetric potential can be understood as a libration around a
circular orbit, any rosette (non-closed) orbit in a bar potential can
be understood as a libration around an underlying “parent” x2 or-
bit which acts as a guiding centre. The parent closed orbit can be
identified through the use of surfaces of section (see e.g. Chapter
3 of Binney & Tremaine 2008). This is the most natural generali-
sation to non-axisymmetric potentials of axisymmetric framework
described in the previous paragraph (Binney & Tremaine 2008).
Strictly speaking, since KDL have used an axisymmetric ap-
proximation to the real gravitational potential, their orbit should be
considered as a libration around an underlying circular orbit. How-
ever, since the real gravitational potential of the Galaxy is barred,
any open orbit which resembles the KDL orbit in the real galaxy
has a parent x2 (not circular) orbit, and should be considered as an
excursion around it. Therefore, physically, the KDL scenario says
that the gas follows an open orbit with a specific type of excursion
around an underlying x2 orbit. This is not in contradiction with the
Binney et al. (1991) paper, because at the time the authors were
only concerned with the average motion of the gas, i.e. with the
guiding centre motions, which as we just argued is physically an
x2 orbit even in the KDL scenario. Binney et al. (1991) were aware
that there must be deviations from this average motion, but they
were not attempting to describe it.
The excursions described by KDL model are not the only type
of excursions possible, and there are other ways to generalise the
Binney et al. (1991) picture by adding excursions around x2 orbits.
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Figure 12. 1D histograms showing the mass distribution as a function of
total number density n (top) and temperature T (bottom). Full lines are
probability distribution functions (PDFs), while dashed lines are cumula-
tive distributions. The three different colours of the lines denote the three
different regions defined in Figure 4. The vertical dashed line denotes the
sink density formation threshold ρc (See Section 2.4 and Table 1). Shaded
coloured areas in the bottom panel indicate the three thermal phases (cold,
warm, hot).
For example, in the isothermal simulations of Ridley et al. (2017)
excursions around x2 orbits driven by gas pressure collectively give
rise to nuclear spiral density waves. As another example, in the sim-
ulations of Sormani et al. (2018), stochastic excursions are driven
by larger-scale turbulent flows. In the calculations presented in this
paper, large excursions are driven by the large-scale flows as well
as by the stellar feedback. Note that in all these simulations, the
centres of mass of the clouds follow well x2 orbits on average (see
e.g. Figure 12 of Sormani et al. 2018). This confirms that the most
natural theoretical framework to think of orbital motions of gas in
the CMZ is as the sum of the motion of a guiding centre which
follows a closed x2 orbit plus excursions around this guiding cen-
tre (Sormani et al. 2018). The question of understanding the orbital
dynamics of the CMZ is therefore reduced to understanding what
kind of excursions around the underlying x2 orbits of the Galactic
potential are present in the real CMZ, and what causes them.
KDL do not discuss the physical origin of the excursions in
their model or how the gas ends up on their stream. Their is a
phenomenological model obtained by fitting a ballistic orbit to the
observed (l,b,vlos) distribution of dense gas. In our simulations,
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Figure 13. Triangle plot of the volume filling factors. “CMZ”, “DLR” and “Disc” refer to the three regions defined in Figure 4, while “Halo” is defined as the
region |z|> 100pc. To construct the plot, we take 30 snapshots equally spaced in time between t = 175Myr and t = 250Myr, and for each snapshot we draw
100 random points within each region (CMZ, DLR, Disc, Halo). We thus have a total of 30×100 points per region. We then measure the volume filling factor
in a cube 100pc on a side centred on these randomly selected points. Each dot in the plot represents one of these 100-pc cubes. The contour plot in background
in each panel is obtained by a kernel density estimation of the dots. The three thermal phases (cold T < 103 K; warm 103 < T < 104.5 K; hot T > 104.5 K) are
defined as in Section 4.1 and Figures 11-14, and satisfy the relation fcold + fwarm + fhot = 1.
we do not find gas streams with properties similar to the KDL or-
bit, because the hydrodynamical interactions with the bar inflow
and/or stellar feedback typically disturb the coherence and ballistic
nature of the stream in less than one orbital time (typically twice
per orbit, when collisions with dust lane infall happen). Moreover,
reproducing the KDL orbit would require that a sequence of clouds
are launched with exactly the same initial conditions from the same
point in space during a time interval of 5 Myr, which is unlikely to
happen given the stochastic nature of the perturbations. Armillotta
et al. (2020) also report that they are unable to reproduce a stream
with the characteristics of the KDL orbit in their simulations. At
present, it remains to be shown that excursions compatible with the
KDL orbit can occur in a self-consistent simulation of gas flow in
a barred potential.
6.2 Is there an inner and outer CMZ?
In the model of Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) material is deposited
by the bar inflow at R ' 450pc, at the outer edge of what they
call the “outer CMZ”, defined as the region 120. R. 450pc, and
is then transported by acoustic instabilities to the “inner CMZ”,
defined as the region 0. R. 120pc. In their model the distinction
between the inner and outer CMZ has a physical meaning as the
radius which separates the acoustically unstable region from the
gravitationally unstable region. They argued that the distinction is
necessary since the bar-driven inflow mediated by the dust lanes is
only able to transport the gas down to R' 450pc, not down to the
the inner CMZ. The same distinction between inner and outer CMZ
is used in Kruijssen et al. (2015) and Krumholz et al. (2017).
In the model presented here, the distinction between outer and
inner CMZ is not necessary. Instead, the CMZ is a star-forming ring
at R. 200pc which is the natural continuation of the gas flow in a
barred potential and is directly interacting with the dust lanes that
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Figure 14. Top: mass in each chemical (H2, HI, H+) component, nor-
malised to the sum of the three components (the sum of three lines of the
same colour is unity), as a function of time. Bottom: mass fraction in each
thermal (cold, warm, hot) component as a function of time. In both panels,
different colours indicate the three regions defined in Figure 4.
mediate the bar inflow, as schematically depicted in Figure 23. This
view is supported by the following facts:
(i) Contrary to the scenario described in Krumholz & Kruijssen
(2015), in the simulations presented here the gas is deposited by the
bar dust lanes at R' 200pc, where it interacts directly with the ring
(see for example Figure 10). There is no axisymmetric disc outside
this radius. Acoustic instabilities play no role in our model. Indeed,
Sormani & Li (2020) show that acoustic instabilities are a spurious
result and cannot drive turbulence in the ISM.4
4 The “acoustic instability” was proposed by Montenegro et al. (1999), who
studied the propagation of small perturbations in a differentially rotating
fluid disc. These authors derived a dispersion relation (see their Equation
10) in the WKB approximation, similar to the classic Lin & Shu (1964) dis-
persion relation, but keeping one extra order when expanding in the small
quantity 1/|kR| (assumed small in the WKB approximation), where k is the
radial wavenumber and R is the radius. In the axisymmetric case (m = 0)
the Montenegro et al. (1999) dispersion relation reduces to that of Lin &
Shu (1964) and yields the standard Toomre (1964) criterion. In the non-
axisymmetric case (m 6= 0) their dispersion relation contains some extra
terms and predicts new unstable modes that are absent in Lin & Shu (1964)
and which were dubbed “acoustic” because they are driven by pressure
rather than self-gravity. However, Sormani & Li (2020) used hydrodynam-
ical simulations to show that modes that are predicted to be acoustically
unstable by Montenegro et al. (1999) are actually stable. The physical rea-
son is exactly the same reason as to why non-axisymmetric modes that are
formally predicted to be unstable by the standard Lin & Shu (1964) disper-
sion relation turn out to be stable. As shown by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell
(1965) and Julian & Toomre (1966) (see also footnote 6 at pg. 494 of Bin-
ney & Tremaine 2008), such non-axisymmetric disturbances in a fluid disc
(ii) In the observations, the dust lanes can be seen to reach down
to at least l = 1.7◦ on the positive side (see point C in Figure 1 of
Sormani & Barnes 2019) and to l=−1.5◦ on the negative longitude
side (see point D in the same figure), which, assuming a Galac-
tic centre distance of 8.2kpc (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016;
Gravity Collaboration et al. 2019), correspond to projected radial
distances of 240pc and 210pc respectively, in good agreement with
our simulations. Moreover, the dust lanes can also be seen to inter-
act directly with the dense gas in the CMZ at l ≤ 1.5◦, in particular
with the l = 1.3◦ complex through one of the most prominent “ex-
tended velocity features” (EVF, see Figure 1 and Section 5.2 in
Sormani et al. 2019).
(iii) In our simulation, copious star formation occurs as soon as
the dust lanes touch the ring (see Paper II). If the dust lanes entered
the CMZ at R ' 450pc, we should see widespread star formation
at those radii, which is not seen in observations (Longmore et al.
2013).
(iv) The orbital model of KDL only fits gas in the “inner” CMZ
and omits the widespread gas emission at higher longitudes than
SgrB2 (i.e. it omits the 1.3◦ complex). In their picture, the 1.3◦
complex belongs to the outer CMZ and is physically disconnected
from the inner CMZ which is fitted by their orbit. However, molec-
ular gas observations indicate that the inner CMZ may be physi-
cally connected to the 1.3◦ complex. Figure 22 shows 13CO obser-
vations of the CMZ. The red ellipse highlights a feature in the 1.3◦
complex that appears to be continuously connected in (l,b,vlos)
space to the inner CMZ, and in particular to “Stream 1” in the no-
tation of Figure 4 of KDL. This suggests that Stream 1 and the 1.3◦
complex are part of the same coherent structure, blurring the dis-
tinction between outer and inner CMZ. This connection cannot be
explained in the KDL model. The orange line in Figure 22 shows
the KDL orbit, and point A indicates its final point as provided by
KDL. If integration is continued in time beyond this point, the orbit
will turn back towards smaller longitudes, and will never reach the
feature highlighted by the red ellipse.
(v) Other features at higher longitudes, such as Bania Clump 2
' 3.2◦, which might be seen as indicating the presence of an “outer
CMZ”, can be more naturally interpreted as material that is crash-
ing onto the dust lanes (Sormani et al. 2019). If this interpretation
is correct, it makes the presence of an outer axisymmetric CMZ
disc unnecessary, since no gas in the observations can be clearly
attributed to it.
We conclude that both theory and observations support the
view that the distinction between inner and outer CMZ is unnec-
essary. Instead, we argue that it is more useful to think of the CMZ
as a ring-like structure which is interacting directly with the inflow
along the dust lanes. This ring-like structure is surrounded for a few
tens of parsecs by clumpy scattered material (see e.g. left panel in
Figure 9), which is created partly by the∼ 50% dust lane infall that
overshoots the main CMZ ring, and partly from gas that is pushed
out the CMZ ring via SN feedback. This scattered material will
later fall back on the main CMZ ring, or get picked up by the oppo-
site dust lane. In our interpretation, the 1.3◦ degree complex is part
of the CMZ and represents an interaction region that is located at
the intersection between the ring-like structure and the dust lanes,
wind up and propagate off to infinity, leaving behind a smooth disc. This
is in hindsight not surprising, since the Montenegro et al. (1999) is just a
refinement of the Lin & Shu (1964) dispersion relation. Hence the acoustic
instability is a spurious result and cannot drive turbulence in the interstellar
medium.
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Figure 15. Temperature and density slices in the z= 0 and y= 0 planes. Top two rows: large scales. Bottom two rows: zoom on the CMZ. From this figure one
can see that H2 and CO trace the coldest and densest gas. Note the different scaling of the colourbars in the top two and bottom two rows.
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Figure 16. Left: instantaneous radial mass flows. Red indicates spherically inward motion (inflow) while blue indicates spherically outwards motion (outflow).
Most of the inward-moving material (red) is concentrated in the two “dust-lane features” which mediate the bar-driven accretion. Embedded in the dust-lane
features, some blue clouds can be spotted. These represent “overshooting” material which is moving outwards against the inward flow of the dust lane. These
overshooting clouds are decelerating and eventually join the flow of the dust lanes (see text in Section 5 for more details). Right: instantaneous mass fluxes
through two spheres of radius R1 = 50pc and R2 = 250pc in a Mollweide projection centred on the Galactic centre. Net flux indicates the instantaneous mass
flow rate integrated over the surface of the sphere.
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Figure 17. Mass flow rates integrated over the surface of the two spheres
with radius R1 = 50pc and R2 = 250pc (see Figure 16) as a function of
time. Thin lines are the instantaneous flows, while thick lines are the same
lines smoothed with a gaussian filter of width 0.75Myr. Mean flux indicates
the mean over the period shown in the figure.
rather than being a structure which is physically separate from the
CMZ.
6.3 The 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds
The 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds are two prominent (M & 105 M)
molecular clouds located in projection close to SgrA* (' 12 pc and
' 7 pc respectively, see for example Figure 3 of Molinari et al.
2011). They take their names from their line of sight velocities.
In the orbital model of Kruijssen et al. (2015), these clouds are
placed at R = 50-100pc from the Galactic centre. This conclusion
is based on the fact that the bulk emission of the two clouds is
perfectly overlapping in (l,b,vlos) space with one of the extended
larger-scale streams that these authors fit with their orbit (compare
black triangles and orange in Figure 9 of Henshaw et al. 2016b).
On the other hand, many authors agree in placing the 20 and
50 km s−1 clouds close to SgrA* (R. 20pc), based on the follow-
ing lines of evidence:
(i) They appear to be interacting with the SgrA East supernova
remnant (Genzel et al. 1990; McGary et al. 2001; Herrnstein & Ho
2005; Sjouwerman & Pihlström 2008; Lee et al. 2008)
(ii) They appear to be morphologically and kinematically con-
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Figure 18. Time-averaged mass flow rates across the two spheres of radius
R1 = 50pc and R2 = 250pc (see Figure 16). The time average is extended
over the period 147 ≤ t ≤ 215Myr. Flux indicates the total time-averaged
flux integrated over the surface of the sphere (the same numbers are ob-
tained by averaging the lines in Figure 17).
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Figure 19. Total gas mass in the CMZ and in the DLR (defined in Figure 4)
as a function of time.
nected to gaseous structures in the immediate vicinity SgrA*, such
as the circum-nuclear disc (Okumura et al. 1991; Coil & Ho 2000;
Liu et al. 2012; Takekawa et al. 2017; Hsieh et al. 2017; Tsuboi
et al. 2018; Ballone et al. 2019).
(iii) They have a comparable or larger column density than that
of the Brick cloud (Longmore et al. 2012; Marsh et al. 2016; Lu
et al. 2017; Barnes et al. 2017; Henshaw et al. 2019), however they
are not seen as dark extinction features at 8 micron with Spitzer
(GLIMPSE: Benjamin et al. 2003), whereas the Brick is a highly
prominent infrared dark cloud (IRDC e.g. Longmore et al. 2012). It
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Figure 20. Inflowing and outflowing gas integrated across the lateral sur-
face and the top/bottom surface of a cylinder of radius R = 250pc and
z=±100pc. The net flux is obtained by subtracting the two.
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Figure 21. The best-fitting orbit of Kruijssen et al. (2015) (KDL) is a por-
tion of a rosette. Dashed red: the best-fitting orbit of KDL, which is inte-
grated for 5Myr. Gray solid: continuation of the KDL orbit if it is integrated
for further 15Myr.
is thought that the Brick is such a prominent IRDC since it is a cold,
dense cloud in front of the very bright Galactic centre background.
Given this logic, if the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds were also 50-100
pc in front of the Galactic centre, as well as being very dense, they
should also be seen as prominent extinction features. A straight-
forward solution to this problem would arise if these clouds were
closer to SgrA*, with more bright infrared Galactic centre emission
in the foreground.
How can we reconcile the fact that the clouds seem to be con-
nected to both to gas on the larger scale (∼ 100pc) stream and to
gas close to SgrA*? Our simulation suggests a way to reconcile
these apparently contradictory observational facts. Figure 24 shows
a snapshot of our simulation with a possible placement of the 20
and 50 km s−1 clouds. The two clouds are placed where the line-of-
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Figure 22. Top: 13CO 2-1 longitude-latitude map of the CMZ, integrated
over velocity, from the APEX CMZ SHFI-1 survey (Ginsburg et al. 2016,
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/27601). Bottom: longitude-velocity
map of the same data, integrated over latitude. The orange line shows the
Kruijssen et al. (2015) (KDL) best-fitting orbit. Point A shows the ending
point of the orbit as provided in KDL. The red ellipses highlights a feature
that in (l,b,v) space appears to be continuously connected with stream 1 of
KDL (see discussion in Section 6.2).
Figure 23. Schematic distinction between the scenarios in Krumholz &
Kruijssen (2015) and the one presented here. In the former, the bar inflow
mediated by the dust lanes deposits gas at the outer edge of the outer CMZ
at R ' 450pc, while acoustic instabilities drive the gas down to the inner
CMZ at R' 100pc. In the latter, there is just a single structure called CMZ,
defined as the region R . 200pc, and there is no distinction between outer
and inner CMZ. The dust lanes deposit the gas at R ' 200pc, and acoustic
instabilities play no role. See discussion in Section 6.2.
sight velocity in the simulation matches their observed one at their
observed longitude values with respect to SgrA*.5 In the figure it
can be seen that while the clouds are orbiting close to the centre
5 We have assumed that SgrA* coincides with the centre in our simulations
and we have corrected for the fact that SgrA* is not exactly at l = b= 0.
Figure 24. Placement of the 20 and 50 km s−1 cloud according to our in-
terpretation (see Section 6.3). The white dashed line indicates a bifurcation
in the 100-pc stream.
(R. 20pc), at the same time they are also continuously connected
to the large scale streams that form the CMZ ring at R & 100pc in
our simulation.
The fact that the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds in our simulation are
connected to both the CMZ ring-like stream at R ' 100pc and to
the gas in the immediate surrounding of SgrA* as well is possible
because the CMZ stream bifurcates into two branches (see white
dashed line in Figure 24). One of the two branches connects to the
20 and 50 km s−1 clouds, while the other continues its orbit along
the main ring. A similar behaviour is found in the observations:
when the 100-pc stream passes in front of the SgrA* clouds, at the
location of the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds, it appears to bifurcate into
three independent velocity structures (at least one of which is pre-
sumably from gas on the far side). This bifurcation is not explained
in the Kruijssen et al. (2015) model, who choose to fit only the two
brightest velocity components and ignore the third one (see item iv
in their Section 2.2). The bifurcation is instead naturally explained
in our model.
Finally, we note that our interpretation is also supported by
observations of external galaxies which often show gaseous “feath-
ers” that emerge from inside the nuclear rings (e.g. NGC 4314, see
Figure 1 in Benedict et al. 2002), consistent with being bifurcations
similar to the one discussed above.
Our interpretation implies that the 3D geometry of the CMZ
is even more complicated than previously suggested (e.g. Sofue
1995; Molinari et al. 2011; Kruijssen et al. 2015; Henshaw et al.
2016a; Ridley et al. 2017), and that we should take into account
that gas in the CMZ ring is continuously connected through sec-
ondary branches to gas near SgrA*.
6.4 The tilt and the ∞-shaped ring
In the orbital models of Molinari et al. (2011) and Kruijssen et al.
(2015), the observed∞-shape clearly visible in Figure 3 of Molinari
et al. (2011) is explained as the result of a vertically oscillating or-
bit. An alternative explanation is provided by Ridley et al. (2017),
who suggested that the ∞-shape is created by a tilted gas distri-
bution (see their Figure 12). According to this interpretation, the
gas rotates in a ring/disc whose rotation axis forms an angle with
respect to the rotation axis of the Galaxy at large. The tilt angle
required to explain observations in their model is θ ' 5◦. In this
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section we discuss whether a tilt is present in our simulations and
the implications for observations.
The bottom row in Figure 15 shows a slice of the CMZ. It
can be seen from this figure that the CMZ does not lie exactly in
the plane z= 0, but is slightly tilted. We now analyse this in a more
quantitative way. Following Ridley et al. (2017), we can specify the
orientation of the normal to the disc nˆ with respect to a coordinate
system xyz centred on the Galactic centre,
nˆ = sinθ cosφ xˆ+ sinθ sinφ yˆ+ cosθ zˆ , (12)
where zˆ points towards the North Galactic Pole.
The three-dimensional orientation of the CMZ can be mea-
sured by diagonalising the moment of inertia I of the molecular gas
distribution,
Ii j =∑
c
ρH2xicx
j
c , (13)
where the sum is extended over all cells within the CMZ (R ≤
250pc). The direction nˆ normal to the CMZ disc will be the eigen-
vector of Ii j associated with the largest eigenvalue.
Figure 25 shows the tilt angle θ as a function of time, mea-
sured using the procedure outlined above. The black line indicates
the simulation presented in this work, while the red line compares
with the previous non-self gravitating simulations of Sormani et al.
(2019). The CMZ in the newer simulation shows a significant tilt
which is typically of the order of θ ' 2◦ and can occasionally reach
values of θ ' 4-5◦. The latter values are marginally compatible
with the value required by the model of Ridley et al. (2017). A sim-
ilar tilt was also found in the hydrodynamical simulations of Shin
et al. (2017).
What causes the CMZ tilt in the present simulations? Self-
gravity and stellar feedback must play a role since these are the only
differences from the previous simulations of Sormani et al. (2019),
which did not show a tilt. However, if the SNe were directly re-
sponsible for creating the tilt, we would expect various parts of the
orbit to be independently vertically displaced, because the super-
novae randomly explode along the CMZ ring and only disturb the
gas locally. In contrast, we often find that the tilt is coherent over
the whole CMZ ring.
While we cannot rule out that SN feedback directly causes the
tilt, closer inspection of the movies of the simulations suggests that
the SNe may be causing the tilt in an indirect way. SN feedback
creates turbulence and causes the gas layer in the disc outside the
bar to be thicker than in previous non-self gravitating simulations.
Therefore, the gas that enters the dust lanes typically does not do
so at z = 0, but rather at some height above or below the Galactic
plane. As the gas flows down along the dust lanes towards the CMZ,
it acquires some vertical momentum. When this gas accretes onto
the CMZ it transfers some of the momentum to it, causing the CMZ
ring to wobble. Since the scale of the dust lanes is much larger
(2-3kpc) than the scale of the CMZ ring (' 100pc), this mechanism
causes oscillations that have more coherence than those that can be
expected from direct supernovae driving. This suggest that the tilt
can be caused by accretion-driven torques.
What do the observations say? Interestingly, the dust lanes are
very clearly tilted. This is obvious from Figure 1 of Sormani &
Barnes (2019) (see also Marshall et al. 2008). Referring to that fig-
ure, the near side dust lane shows a clear gradient towards neg-
ative latitudes in going from point C to point A, while the far
side dust lane shows a gradient towards increasing latitude from
point D to point B. We can use the geometrical model provided
in Sormani & Barnes (2019) and schematically reproduced in Fig-
ure 26 to estimate the tilt angle. Both dust lanes have a length of
l ' 3kpc. In going from where the near side dust lane touches the
CMZ (point C) to its endpoint (point A) there is a ∆b ' 1◦, and
its endpoint is at a distance of d ' 5kpc from us. This implies a
tilt of θDL,near ' d∆b/l ' 2◦ (see Figure 26 for the definition of
this angle). For the far side dust lane, ∆b ' 1◦ and d ' 10kpc,
which implies θDL,far ' d∆b/l ' 3◦. These results are consistent
with the dust lanes lying on a common tilted plane with average tilt
θDL ' 2.5◦.
We can estimate the time required for the torque6 caused by
the dust lane inflow to tilt the CMZ from θi = 0 to θ f = 5◦. The
vertical momentum transferred from the dust lanes to the CMZ per
unit time is p˙z = M˙vsin(θDL) where M˙ ' 1M yr−1 is the obser-
vationally determined bar-driven mass inflow rate (see discussion
in Section 5.1) and v ' 250kms−1 is the speed of the gas in the
dust lane as it enters the CMZ. The lever arm, which we can take
to be the radius of the CMZ, is R ' 100pc. This gives a torque
of τ = M˙vRsin(θDL) ' 1.1M yr−1 kms−1 kpc. The mass of the
CMZ is M= 5×107 M and its moment of inertia along an axis ly-
ing within the plane, assuming the CMZ mass can be approximated
as distributed uniformly in a disc for the purposes of this estimation,
is I =MR2/4' 1.25×105 M kpc2. The time required to generate
the tilt is then t =
√
2θ f I/τ ' 4Myr. This is a short time, compa-
rable to the dynamical orbital time of the CMZ ring (' 5Myr). The
tilt angle cannot grow more than a few degrees because as the gas
moves away from the plane z= 0, the vertical restoring force of the
Galactic potential brings it back to the plane (this restoring force
is also what makes the CMZ wobble in a way similar to that of a
coin spun on a table under the effect of the Earth’s gravitational
field). We conclude that the observed bar inflow should induce a
significant and coherent tilt of the CMZ.
Although in our simulations the tilt in the dust lanes is driven
by the SN feedback in the disc region outside the bar, we reckon
this is unlikely to produce a tilt of both dust lanes along a common
plane, because of the stochastic nature of the SN feedback. It is
more likely that the dust lane tilt in the MW is produced by some
other mechanism, perhaps the same mechanism that produces the
warp of the outer HI layer (Ostriker & Binney 1989). This uniden-
tified mechanism would act in addition to the SN feedback that is
at work in our simulation. Regardless of what causes the origin of
the dust lane tilt, our simulations show that the dust lane inflow is a
viable mechanism for producing a tilt in the CMZ.
Summarising the discussion, we conclude that:
• Our simulations show that accretion through the the dust lanes
can induce a significant tilt in the CMZ.
• Observations show that both the MW dust lanes are currently
tilted by an angle of θ = 2-3◦ along a roughly common plane. An
order of magnitude calculation shows that this will induce a signif-
icant tilt of the CMZ within ∼ 4Myr (roughly one orbital time).
• It is likely that the CMZ is currently tilted because of the bar-
driven inflow. A CMZ tilted out of the Galactic plane may explain
the ∞-shaped structure seen in the observations.
7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations of
the Milky Way innermost 5kpc, and have used these to investigate
6 Note that this is a torque around an axis that lies within the plane of the
Galaxy, not around the z axis. See “lateral view” in Figure 26.
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Figure 25. The tilt of the CMZ ring measured in the simulation presented
in this paper (thick black line) and in the previous non-self gravitating sim-
ulations of Sormani et al. (2019) (thin red line). See discussion in Section
6.4.
Figure 26. Schematic representation of how the dust lanes exert a torque on
the CMZ along an axis that lies within the plane of the Galaxy, causing the
CMZ to wobble. See discussion in Section 6.4.
gas dynamics in the central molecular zone (CMZ). The simula-
tions include a realistic external barred potential, a time-dependent
chemical network that keeps track of hydrogen and carbon chem-
istry (see Section 2.3), a physically motivated model for the forma-
tion of new stars using sink particles (see Section 2.4), and super-
nova feedback (see Section 2.5). The simulations allow us to fol-
low the large-scale flow, which conforms to the usual x1/x2 orbit
dynamics (see Section 3.2), while at the same time reaching sub-
parsec resolution in the dense regions (see Figure 3), thus allowing
us to resolve individual molecular clouds formed self-consistently
from the large-scale flow.
Our main conclusions are as follows:
• The time-averaged morphology of the CMZ is very smooth
and regular (Figure 8), while the instantaneous morphology of the
CMZ is very rich in substructure that is transient in time (see Figure
6). The instantaneous CMZ morphology can depart significantly
from the average morphology, to the point that the underlying reg-
ular structure is not obvious or even discernible (see Section 3.3).
The CMZ morphology also depends on the tracer used: in HI is
more spiral-like, while in H2 it is more ring-like (see Section 3.3).
The CMZ dynamics is best understood as gas following x2 orbits
plus librations (see Section 6.1).
• Molecular clouds exhibit a highly complex filamentary mor-
phology and do not resemble idealised “spherical clouds”. They
enter the CMZ already in this filamentary form, which suggests
that the often-employed idealised idea of a roughly spherical cloud
orbiting in the CMZ (e.g. Dale et al. 2019) may be an oversimpli-
fication which should be applied with care when studying the dy-
namical evolution of clouds in the Galactic centre environment (see
Figure 10 and Section 3.4). This is consistent with the highly fila-
mentary and almost fractal structure observed in the CMZ streams
and in real molecular clouds (e.g. Jones et al. 2012; Rathborne et al.
2015; Henshaw et al. 2019).
• The bar efficiently drives an inflow from the Galactic disc (R'
3kpc) down to the CMZ (R ' 200pc) of the order of 1M yr−1,
consistent with observational determinations and previous theoret-
ical findings (see Section 5.1)
• Stellar feedback can drive an inflow from the CMZ inwards to-
wards the CND of ∼ 0.03M yr−1 (see Section 5.2). This number
is significant for the formation of the circum-nuclear disc (CND)
since at this rate it would take only 0.3-3Myr to reach its current
mass. It is also important for understanding the fuelling of the su-
permassive black hole SgrA* since the CND is its closest large
reservoir of molecular gas.
• Both theory and observations support the view that there is no
“outer CMZ” quasi-axisymmetric disc at radii 120. R. 450pc in
between the CMZ 100-pc ring and the point where the dust lanes
deposit the inflow. Instead, the dust lanes deposit the inflow almost
directly into the ring, which in our interpretation extends to the 1.3◦
degree complex (see Section 6.2).
• We give a new interpretation for the 3D placement of the 20
and 50 km s−1 clouds, according to which they are close (R .
30pc) to SgrA*, while at the same time being connected to the main
gas streams orbiting in the CMZ ring-like structure at R & 100pc
(see Section 6.3).
• Accretion through the dust lanes can induce a significant tilt of
the CMZ out of the Galactic plane. Observations show that the MW
dust lanes are tilted by an angle of θ = 2-3◦, and an order of mag-
nitude calculation shows that this will induce a significant CMZ tilt
within ' 4Myr. A CMZ tilted out of the Galactic plane may pro-
vide an alternative explanation to the ∞-shaped figure discovered
by Molinari et al. (2011) (See Section 6.4).
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APPENDIX A: IMAGES OF SURFACE DENSITIES IN
VARIOUS TRACERS
In this appendix, we show the time evolution of the gas surface
densities in various tracers.
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Figure A1. H2 gas surface density at different times in the simulation.
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Figure A2. Zoom of Figure A1 onto the CMZ.
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Figure A3. CO gas surface density at different times in the simulation.
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Figure A4. Zoom of Figure A3 onto the CMZ.
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Figure A5. HI gas surface density at different times in the simulation.
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Figure A6. Zoom of Figure A5 onto the CMZ.
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Figure A7. H+ gas surface density at different times in the simulation.
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Figure A8. Zoom of Figure A7 onto the CMZ.
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